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An atomic-scale understanding of cationic lipid membranes is required for development of gene delivery
agents based on cationic liposomes. To address this problem, we recently performed molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of mixed lipid membranes comprised of cationic dimyristoyltrimethylammonium propane
(DMTAP) and zwitterionic dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) (Biophys. J. 2004, 86, 3461-3472). Given
that salt ions are always present under physiological conditions, here we focus on the effects of monovalent
salt (NaCl) on cationic (DMPC/DMTAP) membranes. Using atomistic MD simulations, we found that saltinduced changes in membranes depend strongly on their composition. When the DMTAP mole fraction is
small (around 6%), the addition of monovalent salt leads to a considerable compression of the membrane and
to a concurrent enhancement of the ordering of lipid acyl chains. That is accompanied by reorientation of
phosphatidylcholine headgroups in the outward normal direction and slight changes in electrostatic properties.
We attribute these changes to complexation of DMPC lipids with Na+ ions which penetrate deep into the
membrane and bind to the carbonyl region of the DMPC lipids. In contrast, at medium and high molar fractions
of cationic DMTAP (50 and 75%) a substantial positive surface charge density of the membranes prevents
the binding of Na+ ions, making such membranes almost insensitive to monovalent salt. Finally, we compare
our results to the Poisson-Boltzmann theory. With the exception of the immediate vicinity of the bilayer
plane, we found excellent agreement with the theory. This is as expected since unlike in the theoretical
description the surface is now structured due to its atomic scale nature.

I. Introduction
Cationic liposomes, being one of the most promising nonviral
vectors for gene delivery, allow one to overcome many
disadvantages associated with the use of viral delivery agents
such as toxicity and immunogenicity.1-4 However, while
cationic lipids are nowadays widely used in molecular cell
biology, they are still not as efficient as viral vectors. Their
further development is hence highly desirable.
Atomic-scale molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations
have become a highly versatile tool for studying biomolecular
systems. In particular, MD simulations can shed light on the
atomistic details of the structure and dynamics of biomolecular
systems. They complement experimental studies and, importantly, provide access to various static and dynamic properties
not accessible by current experimental methods. It is therefore
somewhat surprising that, as far as cationic membranes and their
complexes with DNA are concerned, there are only two recent
studies that have dealt with these issues.5,6 Bandyopadhyay et

al. studied the complexation of DNA with cationic lipids and
the related DNA-induced effects in a cationic/zwitterionic
equimolar membrane mixture.5 In a more recent study, Gurtovenko et al. considered a variety of mixed cationic/zwitterionic
lipid membranes under salt-free conditions6 and showed that a
variety of membrane properties depend on the fraction of
cationic lipids in a membrane.
While the above works provide a good starting point for
systematic studies of cationic membranes in atomic detail, they
miss one key aspect that is an inherent part of both DNAmembrane complexes and, more generally, membranes under
physiological conditions: the influence of salt. In particular, in
complexes in which DNA is involved one should recall that a
DNA molecule carries a large negative charge in its backbone,
and is hence surrounded by cationic counterions. These counterions interact also with membranes, thus changing membrane
properties before the complexation of DNA with cationic lipids
actually starts. It is hence of considerable interest to clarify the
interplay of cationic lipid membranes with salt.
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enhanced packing of lipids, which in turn leads to a variety of
further changes in bilayer properties. In contrast, at medium
and high DMTAP concentrations a large positive surface charge
at a membrane-water interface prevents the binding of Na+
ions to DMPC lipids, and monovalent salt is found to have only
a minor effect.
II. Model and Simulation Details

Figure 1. Chemical structures of a zwitterionic dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and a cationic dimyristoyltrimethylammonium
propane (DMTAP).

The understanding of salt-induced effects is slightly better
for zwitterionic and anionic membranes. Recently, first atomistic
MD simulations of zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayers with explicit salt were reported.7-10 It was found that
monovalent cations alter both the structural and dynamical
properties of zwitterionic membranes, leading to bilayer compression and enhanced ordering of lipid acyl chains and,
consequently, to reduced lateral lipid mobility.7 MD simulations
of anionic phosphatidylserine bilayers have further complemented the understanding of related issues.11-13 More generally,
it is well-known that ions (in particular, cations) can adsorb
onto lipid membranes and change their interfacial and electrostatic properties significantly. Experimental studies have shown
that cations (especially, divalent ions) interact strongly with
anionic lipids.14-17 This may be due to direct electrostatic
attraction between cations and anionic lipid headgroups. However, salt ions are also known to influence membranes composed
of zwitterionic phospholipids, the influence then being sensitive
to the type of an ion and its valency.17-22 Furthermore, salt ions
play a significant role in membrane fusion23 and in transport
properties across membranes.
The main objective of this study is to understand how
monovalent salt affects the structural and electrostatic properties
of mixed cationic/zwitterionic lipid membranes and how the
effect of salt depends on membrane composition. As in our
previous study,6 we employ classical atomistic MD simulations
of zwitterionic dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and
cationic dimyristoyltrimethylammonium propane (DMTAP)
bilayers; see Figure 1. These lipids have the same nonpolar
hydrocarbon chains and differ only by their headgroups. Such
DMPC/DMTAP binary lipid mixtures have been studied
experimentally in the presence of DNA24-27 as well as through
computer simulations.5
To study the effects of salt, we varied the NaCl concentration
in three different DMPC/DMTAP membrane mixtures. We show
that monovalent salt affects the structural properties of cationic
membranes. When the DMTAP fraction is small, monovalent
salt plays a prominent role and has a strong influence on
membrane properties through binding of sodium ions to the
carbonyl region of zwitterionic DMPC. The resulting formation
of complexes of DMPC lipids with Na+ ions leads to an

Zwitterionic DMPC and cationic DMTAP were used for
atomistic simulations of lipid bilayer mixtures under the
influence of monovalent NaCl salt. DMPC and DMTAP were
described by a united atom representation in terms of 46 and
39 interaction sites, respectively; see Figure 1. Force field
parameters for the lipids are based on the united atom force
field of Berger et al.28 This description has been previously
validated for PC lipid bilayers29,30 against experimentally
observed values for the area and volume per lipid.31 The force
field parameters for DMPC and DMTAP are available on-line
at http://www.softsimu.org/downloads.shtml. For water we used
the SPC water model.32 For NaCl we employed the default set
of parameters supplied within the Gromacs force field,33,34 while
being aware of the effects of different models for sodium and
chloride ions.35
The Lennard-Jones interactions were cut off at 1 nm without
shift or switch functions. Since truncation of electrostatic
interactions is known to lead to pronounced artifacts in
simulations of lipid bilayers,36-38 the long-range interactions
were handled using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method.39,40
All simulations were performed in the NpT ensemble at 323 K
and 1 bar. Temperature was chosen such that the lipid bilayers
were in the liquid-crystalline phase (for a DMPC/DMTAP
binary mixture the main transition temperature has a maximum
of about 310 K at χTAP = 0.45, see ref 26). A Berendsen
thermostat with a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps and a
Berendsen barostat41 with a coupling time constant of 1.0 ps
were employed. All lipid bond lengths were constrained using
the LINCS algorithm,42 while SETTLE43 was used for water.
The bilayers were set to align in the xy-plane. The equations of
motion were integrated with a time step of 2 fs. All simulations
were performed using the GROMACS suite.33,34
We considered three different binary mixtures of DMPC and
DMTAP with a varying molar fraction of cationic DMTAP
(χTAP): 0.06, 0.50, and 0.75. As the starting point, we used the
final, equilibrated structures of DMPC/DMTAP bilayers from
our previous study without salt.6 They are available at http://
www.softsimu.org/downloads.shtml. These bilayers consisted
of 128 lipids, ∼3600 water molecules, and Cl- counterions to
neutralize the positive charges of the DMTAP lipids. Since salt
ions are able to bind to water molecules and, consequently, to
decrease the hydration level of lipids, the number of water
molecules was increased here by a factor of 1.5. The resulting
bilayers contained ∼5100 (χTAP ) 0.06) to ∼5500 (χTAP ) 0.75)
water molecules. They were used as initial configurations in
our present salt-free bilayer simulations, which were performed
to serve as a reference for studying salt effects.
To study the effects of salt, all three salt-free systems were
first preequilibrated for 20 ns. Randomly chosen water molecules
were then replaced by Na+ and Cl- ions. We studied three
different NaCl concentrations for each bilayer: 0.1, 0.5, and
1.0 M. To implement this, 9-96 pairs of Na+ and Cl- ions
were added.
In total, we simulated 12 bilayers (3 DMPC/DMTAP mixtures
at 4 salt concentrations including salt-free systems). Each system
had more than 21 000 atoms. Cationic lipid bilayers with salt
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Figure 2. Time evolution of coordination numbers NC of sodium ions
bound to carbonyl oxygens of DMPC or to water oxygens. Results are
shown for molar fractions χTAP ) 0.06 (top) and χTAP ) 0.50 (bottom).
NaCl concentration is 0.1 M in both cases.

were simulated for 70 ns each, while for salt-free systems the
times ranged from 50 to 60 ns. Only the last 20 ns of the
trajectories were used for analysis (see next section). As a critical
test, one of the simulations (an equimolar DMPC/DMTAP
mixture with 0.5 M of NaCl) was extended to 200 ns. The
combined simulation time of all simulation runs exceeds 0.9
µs. Each simulation was run in parallel over four processors on
an IBM eServer Cluster 1600 system or on a cluster of 3.2 GHz
Pentium 4 CPUs.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Equilibration and Ion Binding. Equilibration is of
concern in all MD simulations of membrane systems. This is
particularly true if salt is present, since, from computational
perspective, the time scales involved may become substantial.
This is well demonstrated by recent studies by Böckmann et
al., who found that the association of ions with PC headgroups
is a slow process with typical time scales ranging from 20 to
100 ns depending on the nature of salt used.7,8
For salt-free membranes we used the standard approach and
computed the area per lipid to monitor equilibration. Even in
these salt-free cases, however, we found that the equilibration
of counterions with respect to the headgroup region is slow:
30 (χTAP ) 0.06 and χTAP ) 0.75) to 40 ns (χTAP ) 0.50) is
needed for the area per lipid to become stable (data not shown).
For systems with salt the equilibration takes even longer. As
demonstrated in recent computational studies,7,8 the slowest
processes in phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayers with monovalent
salt are associated with the binding of sodium ions to the lipid
carbonyl region. Therefore, to monitor equilibration in simulations with salt, we measured the coordination numbers of Na+
ions with lipid carbonyl and water oxygens.
In Figure 2 we show the time evolution of sodium ionDMPC carbonyl oxygen coordination numbers, NC (denoted as
1Ocarb and 2Ocarb, see Figure 1), as well as those for sodium
ions and water oxygens. The results are shown for small (χTAP
) 0.06) and intermediate (χTAP ) 0.5) DMTAP molar fractions
in aqueous solution with 0.1 M of NaCl. The coordination
numbers of Na+ ions with DMTAP carbonyl oxygens are not
shown because we did not find any noticeable binding of sodium
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ions to them. This may be due to the chemical structure of
DMTAP: the binding of Na+ is prevented by the cationic TAP
headgroup located rather close to the carbonyl region of lipid
chains; see Figure 1. Coordination numbers presented in Figure
2 were calculated by counting the total numbers of target
oxygens within the first coordination shell of a sodium ion. The
radius of the shell was set to 0.31 nm, as obtained from the
corresponding radial distribution functions.
As seen in Figures 2 (top) and 3 (top) the sodium ions bind
to DMPC carbonyl oxygens when the DMTAP fraction is small
(χTAP ) 0.06). For Na+ ions this process is accompanied by
loss of water molecules from their first hydration shell as
illustrated in Figure 2 (top). The overall picture here is
reminiscent to that found in previous studies7,8 for zwitterionic
PC lipid bilayers with monovalent salt and, to a smaller extent,
also with ref 9. Additionally, a similar binding of sodium
counterions to the ester lipid region was found in a recent MD
study of anionic phosphatidylserine bilayers.13 An exponential
fit to the curves in Figure 2 (top) gives sodium binding times
of 32 and 26 ns for DMPC carbonyl and water oxygens,
respectively, for 0.1 M salt. Increasing the salt concentration
speeds up the binding: for the Na-Ocarb coordination number
the same exponential fit yields binding times of 17 and 10 ns
for salt concentrations of 0.5 and 1.0 M, respectively (data not
shown). Nevertheless, we decided to consider the first 50 ns as
an equilibration period for all bilayer simulations with NaCl,
using the last 20 ns (out of 70 ns) for subsequent analysis.
The situation changes completely when the DMTAP concentration is increased to an intermediate value, χTAP ) 0.5.
Then, sodium ions do not bind to the carbonyl region of the
DMPC lipids, and correspondingly, they do not lose water from
their first hydration shells; see Figure 2 (bottom) and also Figure
3 (bottom). Since half of all lipids are now cationic, the most
plausible explanation is that a large positive surface charge of
the bilayer is responsible for such behavior. As a critical test of
this finding, for an equimolar DMPC/DMTAP mixture (χTAP
) 0.5) with 0.5 M of NaCl, we extended our simulations up to
200 ns. We did not find any noticeable and stable binding of
sodium ions to the DMPC carbonyl region. The same picture
also emerges for cationic membranes with high DMTAP
concentration, χTAP ) 0.75 (data not shown).
Now, let us discuss the binding of Na+ ions to cationic
membranes at χTAP ) 0.06 in more detail. The coordination
numbers of sodium ions with DMPC carbonyl oxygens in Figure
2 were calculated by averaging over all Na+ ions. To obtain
the average number of DMPC lipids bound to a sodium ion,
one needs only to average over sodium ions having PC carbonyl
oxygens in their first coordination shells. Such an averaging
shows that 3.24 ( 0.15, 2.69 ( 0.14, and 2.89 ( 0.18 DMPC
lipids are bound, on the average, to a sodium ion when the salt
concentrations are 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 M, respectively. These
average values of coordination numbers for Na-Ocarb pairs
can, however, vary significantly within the bilayer, as is
illustrated in Figure 4 for a bilayer with 0.5 M salt. It is clear
that when a sodium ion penetrates deep into the cationic
membrane (z < 2 nm) it binds to PC carbonyl oxygens and, at
the same time, loses its coordinated water as well as Cl- ions.
The maximal value of the coordination number for Na-Ocarb
is about 3.0 at z ) 1 nm, i.e., larger than the average value of
2.69; see Figure 4.
The obtained average values for coordination numbers of NaOcarb pairs mean that a sodium ion binds on average to roughly
three DMPC lipid molecules (no binding of sodium ions to
DMTAP lipids was observed). This finding is in agreement with
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Figure 5. Average fractions of DMPCs involved in various sodiumlipid complexes for cationic membranes at χTAP ) 0.06: “0”, DMPCs
are not bound to sodium ions; “1”, one sodium ion binds to a single
DMPC; “2”, one sodium ion forms a complex with two DMPCs, etc.
The error bars are computed as standard deviations.

Figure 3. (top) Structure of the DMPC/DMTAP bilayer after 70 ns
with 0.1 M NaCl and χTAP ) 0.06. Lipids shown are DMPC (cyan)
and DMTAP (yellow). Sodium ions are shown as blue spheres. Water
is not shown. (bottom) Corresponding structure for an intermediate
DMTAP fraction, χTAP ) 0.50.

Figure 4. Average coordination numbers NC of sodium ions with
DMPC carbonyl oxygens (solid line), with water oxygens (dashed line),
and with Cl- ions (line with circles). Results are shown as a function
of distance z from the bilayer center for a cationic membrane with χTAP
) 0.06, the NaCl concentration being 0.5 M.

recent computational results7 for POPC lipid bilayers in aqueous
solutions with monovalent salt. Another recent MD study
devoted to effects of NaCl on DPPC lipid bilayers9 revealed

the binding of a sodium to two lipid molecules only. This
discrepancy may be caused by the shorter simulation times (10
ns) employed in ref 9.
The above “averaged” picture of the binding of a Na+ ion to
three PC lipids is, however, oversimplified. A more detailed
analysis of the sodium-lipid complexation reveals a broad
distribution of DMPC lipids over complexes of various types;
see Figure 5. First, a substantial fraction of DMPC lipids is not
involved in Na-DMPC complexes at all. That fraction systematically decreases with increasing salt concentration from
0.78 (0.1 M NaCl) to 0.54 (1.0 M NaCl). Second, the main
contribution to Na-DMPC complexation is provided by complexes of three and four DMPC lipids. At 0.1 M NaCl the
complexes of four lipids dominate slightly over those formed
by three lipids. This, along with the fact that contributions of
Na-DMPC complexes with one and two lipids are negligible,
leads to a rather large value of the average coordination number
(3.24) for Na-Ocarb pairs. At higher NaCl concentrations, the
contributions from complexes formed by three and four lipids
are the same. At 0.5 M NaCl, a relatively large fraction of lipids
involved in complexes with two lipids decreases the average
value of coordination number for Na-Ocarb as compared to
that for the bilayer system with 1.0 M salt (2.69 vs 2.89). It is
noteworthy that for a cationic membrane with 1.0 M NaCl the
observed aVerage binding of a Na+ ion to ∼3 DMPC lipids is
caused not only by the formation of complexes involving three
lipids but also by the presence of lipids organized in complexes
consisting of four and two lipids, such lipids being present in
the bilayer in an approximate ratio 2:1. We note that a rather
broad distribution of PC lipids over various complexes with
sodium ions was also found in pure DMPC lipid bilayers under
the influence of monovalent salt.10
B. Structure of Lipid Bilayers. The DMTAP-contentdependent binding of sodium ions found for DMPC/DMTAP
membranes means that the effect of monovalent salt on structural
membrane properties depends on the concentration of cationic
lipids. Adding monovalent salt to a cationic bilayer leads to a
pronounced decrease in the area per lipid for a bilayer with a
small cationic lipid content (χTAP ) 0.06). For medium and high
DMTAP fractions (χTAP g 0.5) the average area per lipid is
only weakly affected; see Figure 6. For salt-free bilayers the
area per lipid depends nonmonotonically on DMTAP fraction,
as discussed in our previous study.6 An even stronger nonmonotonic dependence has been observed in monolayer studies
using cationic lipids.44 The overall compression of a cationic
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Figure 6. Average area per lipid, 〈A〉, as a function of NaCl
concentration for all χTAP considered. Typical standard deviations in
〈A〉 are shown for bilayer systems with χTAP ) 0.50.
Figure 8. Scaled number densities FN(z) for a cationic bilayer with
χTAP ) 0.5 in aqueous solution with 0.5 M NaCl. Curves are marked
in the same way as those in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Scaled number densities FN(z) for a DMPC/DMTAP bilayer
at χTAP ) 0.06 and NaCl concentration of 0.5 M: (top) number density
profiles for lipids, water, sodium ions, and chloride ions; (bottom)
number density profiles for DMPC nitrogens, DMPC phosphorus atoms,
DMPC carbonyl oxygens 2Ocarb and 1Ocarb, and DMTAP nitrogens.
The case of z ) 0 corresponds to the bilayer center.

membrane with χTAP ) 0.06 is about 6.5% in area (from 0.632
( 0.09 nm2 for a salt-free system to 0.592 ( 0.07 nm2 for a
system with 1.0 M salt). This compression, also reported in MD
studies of neat PC lipid bilayers under the influence of
monovalent salt,7,9,10 can be attributed to a more compact
packing of DMPC lipids because of the formation of lipidsodium complexes.
Locations of various groups of lipids and salt ions can be
visualized through number density profiles. That is shown in
Figure 7 (scaled by their maximal values for clarity) for χTAP
) 0.06 and 0.5 M NaCl. Binding of sodium ions to the
membrane is now clearly seen: sodium ions penetrate deep into
the DMPC carbonyl region, and their number density peak
coincides almost exactly with those of DMPC carbonyl oxygens,
1Ocarb and 2Ocarb; see Figure 7. We also note that carbonyl
oxygens of sn-1 PC acyl chains (1Ocarb) are located deeper in
the bilayer than those of sn-2 PC chains (2Ocarb); see Figure
7 (bottom). The 2Ocarb oxygens are, therefore, more easily
accessible to sodium ions, and hence the Na+ ions bind mostly
to the sn-2 DMPC carbonyl oxygens (data not shown). In turn,
as Figure 7 (top) demonstrates, most of the chloride ions are
mainly located in bulk water about 0.5-1 nm from the watermembrane interface.

The situation is different for bilayers with medium and high
DMTAP content; see Figure 8. Sodium ions do not penetrate
into the membrane but are located in bulk water instead.
Chloride ions are also in bulk water but they get closer to the
water-membrane interface than they do for χTAP ) 0.06; see
Figure 7 (top). That is due to slightly enhanced binding of Clions to DMPC nitrogens and, to a smaller extent, to TAP
headgroups. Note that the distance between the number density
peaks of phosphorus and nitrogen atoms of DMPC headgroups
increases as DMTAP fraction increases (Figures 7 (bottom) and
8 (bottom)). That is a sign of a DMTAP-induced reorientation
of the PC headgroups.6 Thus, the above difference in the Na+
binding for cationic membranes of different DMPC/DMTAP
compositions is clearly observed also from the number density
profiles.
C. Ordering of Lipid Acyl Chains and Orientation of
Zwitterionic Lipid Headgroups. The changes in 〈A〉 for
membranes with small cationic lipid content (Figure 6) are
related to the ordering of lipid chains characterized by the
deuterium order parameter SCD

1
SCD ) 〈3 cos2 θ - 1〉
2

(1)

Here θ is the angle between the CD bond and the bilayer normal,
and the brackets denote averaging over time and lipid molecules.
In our united-atom model the positions of the deuterium atoms
are not available; they, however, can be reconstructed from the
positions of three successive carbons under assumption of ideal
tetrahedral geometries of CH2 groups.45,46
In Figure 9 we plot the deuterium order parameter |SCD|
averaged over sn-1 and sn-2 chains for DMPC and DMTAP
for χTAP ) 0.06. It is seen that the behavior of |SCD| is well
correlated with that of the area per lipid (see Figure 6): adding
monovalent salt to a cationic membrane having a small DMTAP
fraction leads to a compression of the membrane and, correspondingly, enhances the ordering of the acyl chains. This
finding is in agreement with computational studies of pure PC
lipid bilayers under influence of NaCl.7,9 In contrast to the case
χTAP ) 0.06, the order parameter |SCD| turns out to be almost
insensitive to the presence of salt for cationic bilayers with
higher DMTAP fractions, Figure 10.
To further illustrate the effects of salt on the ordering of the
acyl chains, we calculated the average value of |SCD| for the
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Figure 9. Deuterium order parameter |SCD| averaged over sn-1 and
sn-2 chains for DMPC (top) and DMTAP (bottom) at χTAP ) 0.06.
The numbering of carbon atoms starts from the ester region. The error
bars are computed by splitting trajectories into 10 pieces of 2 ns each.
The error bars for |SCD| of DMPC (top) are of the same size as the
symbols.

Figure 10. Deuterium order parameter |SCD| averaged over sn-1 and
sn-2 chains for DMPC (top) and DMTAP (bottom) at χTAP ) 0.50.
The error bars are of the same size as the symbols.

first seven hydrocarbons (from C2 to C8). This “plateau” order
parameter Save is plotted in Figure 11 separately for DMPC and
DMTAP lipids. Again, we find a clear connection between
changes in Save and 〈A〉 upon adding salt. Smaller area per lipid
corresponds to a larger “plateau” order parameter and vice versa.
The influence of salt on the “plateau” order parameter Save of
bilayer systems with χTAP ) 0.06 is very pronounced, while
bilayers with χTAP g 0.5 demonstrate only slight changes in
Save.
A closer inspection of Figure 11 shows interesting features
with regard to changes in Save for cationic membranes with χTAP
) 0.06. For a salt-free bilayer system, DMTAPs are more
disordered than DMPCs. This is in agreement with our previous
study; see Figure 6 of ref 6. When salt is added, the overall
area of the membrane decreases and the ordering of acyl chains
of both DMPC and DMTAP is enhanced. It is interesting,
however, that this enhancement in |SCD| turns out to be higher
for DMTAPs (which do not form complexes with Na+) than
that for DMPCs. At all nonzero salt concentrations the value
of Save of DMTAPs exceeds that of DMPCs; see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Plateau order parameter Save calculated by averaging SCD
over C2 to C8 hydrocarbons. Shown are results for DMPC (top) and
DMTAP (bottom) as a function of NaCl concentration. Typical standard
deviations are shown for bilayer systems with χTAP ) 0.50.

Figure 12. The average angle 〈R〉 between the P-N vector of a DMPC
lipid headgroup and the bilayer normal as a function of χTAP. Typical
standard deviations are shown for salt-free systems.

Of particular interest is also the orientation of zwitterionic
DMPC headgroups which possess a dipole moment along the
P-N vector, see Figure 1, and, therefore, contribute to the
electrostatic potential across the membrane. In Figure 12 we
plot the average angle 〈R〉 between the P-N vector of the DMPC
headgroup and the outward bilayer normal for all bilayer systems
considered. When DMTAP fraction is small (χTAP ) 0.06), the
addition of monovalent salt leads to a clear (≈7.5°) reorientation
of the PC headgroups out of the bilayer. A similar effect has
been found for pure phosphatidylcholine bilayers with salt.7,10
For larger DMTAP fractions (χTAP ) 0.5 and χTAP ) 0.75) salt
has no effect on the PC headgroup orientation; see Figure 12.
In addition to the effects of salt, we would like to point out
that at high DMTAP concentrations the DMPC headgroups are
already reoriented considerably due to their coordination with
DMTAP headgroups.6
D. Electrostatic Potential and Surface Charge Density. For
each bilayer system we computed charge densities of various
bilayer components. In general, the charge density profiles
follow rather closely the number densities: for small DMTAP
concentrations the positive charges of DMTAP and Na+ bound
to DMPC are compensated by the phosphate groups of DMPC.
For large χTAP, positive charges of DMTAP are compensated
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Figure 13. Electrostatic potential V(z) across a membrane having χTAP
) 0.06. Systems: 0.0 M (solid line), 0.1 M (stars), and 0.5 M (dashed
line) of NaCl. The potential was set to zero at the bilayer center.
Potential for a bilayer with 1.0 M of NaCl is essentially identical with
the 0.5 M case and is not shown here.

by phosphate groups of DMPC as well as by water molecules
and chloride ions. Then, sodium ions are mostly neutralized by
chloride ions in bulk water.
The electrostatic potential V(z) across a monolayer was
calculated by integrating twice over the charge densities. We
found that adding monovalent salt to a cationic membrane with
low cationic lipid content leads to a slight increase of the overall
electrostatic potential across the monolayer; see Figure 13. The
increase depends on salt concentration and saturates at 0.5 M
NaCl, being around 80 mV. This finding qualitatively agrees
with results for pure PC lipid bilayers with salt7,9,10 and can be
attributed to the reorientation of the DMPC headgroups (cf.
Figure 12). The electrostatic potential of cationic bilayers with
higher DMTAP fractions, χTAP g 0.50, for which salt does not
change the aVerage P-N vector orientation, remains unchanged
as compared to the V(z) of corresponding salt-free bilayer
systems; see Figure 12 in ref 6.
Since cationic membranes possess a substantial positive
surface charge, it is interesting to explore how monovalent salt
affects the electric surface properties of membranes. In practice,
a lipid bilayer cannot be thought of as being an ideal planar
charged surface because of the broad interface region and a
rough interface. Therefore, the surface charge profile of a lipid
bilayer has to vary significantly within the bilayer. In this work
the surface charge density σ(z) as a function of distance z from
the bilayer center was calculated as

σ(z) )

∫0z F(z′) dz′

(2)

where F(z) is the charge density of the cationic bilayer excluding
water.9 In Figure 14 we plot σ(z) for all bilayer systems
considered. As a common feature, the surface charge density is
negative in the vicinity of nonpolar hydrocarbon chains, and
all surface charge density curves demonstrate a minimum around
1.4 nm < z < 1.75 nm. Further away from the bilayer center,
σ(z) becomes positive and has a maximum close to the outer
border of the membrane-water interface. Thus, bulk water “sees”
a cationic membrane essentially as a positively charged surface.
The shapes of the σ(z) curves as well as changes induced in
σ(z) by salt are found to differ considerably for all DMTAP
fractions studied. When a cationic lipid content is small, the
region where σ < 0 is extensive and characterized by a deep
minimum; see Figure 14 (top). The main contribution to σ(z)
in this domain is mainly due to DMPCs. Their surface charge
density is found to be always negative.9 Upon addition of salt,

Figure 14. Surface charge density σ(z) as a function of distance z
from the bilayer center for membranes with χTAP ) 0.06 (top), χTAP )
0.5 (middle), and χTAP ) 0.75 (bottom), at different NaCl concentrations.

sodium ions penetrate deep into the membrane (up to z ∼ 1.5
nm) and their positive charge leads to the shift of σ(z) curves
toward larger values along the σ-axis.
In contrast, for χTAP ) 0.5 the domain in which σ < 0 is
much more constrained, and the minimum of σ(z) is less
pronounced than that in χTAP ) 0.06. Evidently, this is due to
the DMTAPs. Since sodium ions do not bind to DMPC at higher
DMTAP fractions, the domain of negative surface charge is not
affected by salt. However, increasing salt concentration slightly
reduces the peak height of σ(z) in the domain where σ > 0; see
Figure 14 (middle). This effect may be explained by the
enhanced screening of positive charges of cationic DMTAP due
to a growing population of Cl- ions.
For χTAP ) 0.75, the domain σ < 0 almost disappears because
cationic DMTAPs dominate and the surface charge density is
positive almost everywhere in the interface region; see Figure
14 (bottom). The height of the peaks of σ(z) turns out to be
insensitive to salt. Screening of positive charges of the DMTAPs
by Cl- ions may be responsible for this, since such a screening
is substantial even for salt-free systems.6 Indeed, as seen in
Figure 15 (bottom) the coordination numbers of TAP headgroups with chloride ions are close to unity for a cationic bilayer
with χTAP ) 0.75, even when only Cl- counterions are present
(0.0 M NaCl). In other words, positive charges of the TAP
headgroups are almost fully screened by Cl- ions before salt is
added. Furthermore, Figure 15 shows that Cl- ions bind more
favorably to nitrogens of PC headgroups as compared to those
of TAP headgroups for all DMTAP fractions and NaCl
concentrations considered here. This effect is due to the fact
that small TAP headgroups are located deeper in a membrane
than choline groups of DMPC lipids and, therefore, are less
accessible for chloride ions.6 In addition, for higher DMTAP
concentrations the addition of salt leads to enhanced screening
away from the bilayer. That is clearly visible as the surface
charge density drops much faster as a function of distance.
To conclude this discussion, it is instructive to analyze the
distribution of chloride ions in the vicinity of a positively
charged membrane surface using the Gouy-Chapman theory.
We recall that the theory is formulated as a simple analytical
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Figure 15. Coordination numbers NC of DMPC (top) and DMTAP
nitrogens (bottom) with chloride ions as a function of NaCl concentration. Shown are results for bilayers with χTAP ) 0.06 (circles), 0.5
(squares), and 0.75 (diamonds). The coordination numbers shown here
were calculated in line with our previous study.6 The error bars are
computed as standard deviations.

solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a cloud of
counterions (with no additional salt) close to a planar, oppositely
charged surface having a surface charge density σs; see, e.g.,
ref 47 for a review. For monovalent ions the Gouy-Chapman
theory predicts the following ionic number density profile

nGC(z̃) )

1
1
2πlB (z̃ + b)2

(3)

where lB is the Bjerrum length (equal to 0.647 nm for water at
a temperature of 323 K), z̃ is the distance from a planar charged
surface, and b ) e/2πlB|σs| is the so-called Gouy-Chapman
length.
It turns out that a proper fit of our MD results for chloride
number densities becomes possible if the location of the planar
charged surface is chosen to be close to DMTAP headgroup
positions, i.e., to the point where DMTAP contributions to σ(z)
get saturated. This is consistent with the assumption of the
Gouy-Chapman theory that the location of the planar charged
surface should be determined by the surface charge density of
a component whose charge is opposite to counterions. Figure
16 shows that for salt-free bilayer systems with medium and
high DMTAP content, the MD results for number density
profiles of Cl- counterions can be fitted very well by number
densities from the Gouy-Chapman theory. In Figure 16 the
positions of the charged plane (dashed vertical lines) were
determined from the system in the above manner; the surface
charge densities σs used for the Gouy-Chapman theoretical
curves in Figure 16 were measured directly from MD simulations as the maximal values of the DMTAP σ(z) contributions
and were taken to be σs = 0.869 e/nm2 for χTAP ) 0.50 and σs
= 1.216 e/nm2 for χTAP ) 0.75. This corresponds to the GouyChapman lengths of b = 0.28 nm and b = 0.20 nm for
membranes with χTAP ) 0.50 and χTAP ) 0.75, respectively.
For the salt-free case with χTAP ) 0.06, a satisfactory fitting is
prohibited by insufficient sampling due to the small number of
Cl- counterions.
When salt is added, the situation becomes different. Although
for bilayer systems with 0.1 M NaCl one can still have a

Figure 16. Fitting of number density profiles n(z) of chloride ions
measured in MD simulations (circles) to predictions by the GouyChapman theory (solid lines) for salt-free bilayer systems with χTAP )
0.50 (top) and χTAP ) 0.75 (bottom). The positions of planar charged
surfaces used for the fitting are shown by dashed lines; see text for
details.

relatively satisfactory fitting (data not shown), at higher NaCl
concentrations (0.5 and 1.0 M) a proper fitting of the MD ionic
number density profiles n(z) by eq 3 cannot be performed. This
is something what one can expect because the Gouy-Chapman
theory is formulated for a situation where only counterions are
present in a system; when electrolyte is incorporated in a system,
a more involved treatment of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
in the vicinity of a planar charged surface is needed.47
IV. Summary and Conclusions
To further our understanding of nonviral delivery vectors such
as cationic liposomes, detailed atomistic studies of their properties together with complexes with DNA are called for. Such
atomistic insight can be provided by “state-of-the-art” computer
experiments which serve nowadays as a particularly feasible
tool for studying biomolecular systems.
From this perspective, the lack of atomistic MD studies of
cationic membranes is somewhat surprising. To our knowledge,
the work by Bandyopadhyay et al.5 and our recent study of
cationic salt-free DMPC/DMTAP membranes6 are the only
exceptions to this situation. In the present work, our objective
has been to provide further insight into structural and electrostatic properties of cationic membranes, focusing on the interplay
of monovalent salt ions with membrane properties. In addition
to all physiological cases, this issue is highly important in a
variety of practical applications, including the role of electrostatic interactions in cationic lipid membranes surrounded by
counterions of DNA.
We have found that the effect of monovalent NaCl on mixed
DMPC/DMTAP lipid membranes depends strongly on the
concentration of cationic lipids in the membrane. When the
concentration is small, salt plays a major role and has a
pronounced influence on the membrane. In this case the
influence resembles that observed for neat zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayers.7,8,10 Sodium ions penetrate deep
into the membrane and bind to the carbonyl region of DMPC
lipids, while no binding of Na+ was observed to cationic
DMTAP. The formation of sodium-induced complexes between
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DMPC lipids leads to a considerable compression of a membrane and to a concurrent enhancement of the ordering of
nonpolar hydrocarbon chains for both DMPC and DMTAP.
Furthermore, sodium ions give rise to a reorientation of
zwitterionic PC headgroups in the outward direction of the
bilayer, which results in a slight increase of the total electrostatic
potential across a monolayer.
In contrast, cationic membranes with medium and high
DMTAP content (χTAP g 0.50) turn out to be very robust to
monovalent salt. This fact originates from a substantial positive
surface charge of the membranes, which prevents the binding
of sodium ions to DMPC carbonyl oxygens located deep in the
membrane. As a critical test of our conclusions, one of the
simulations for a membrane containing an equimolar DMPC/
DMTAP mixture was extended to 200 ns and no stable binding
of Na+ ions to the membrane was found. Thus, mixed cationic/
zwitterionic lipid membranes containing a substantial fraction
of cationic lipids are found to be almost insensitive to monoValent salt. However, as our ongoing studies demonstrate, this is
not the case for diValent salt.
To some extent, the above results for cationic membranes in
aqueous salt solution may shed light on the problem of the
influence of counterions of DNA on the properties of cationic
membranes and, perhaps, on the formation of complexes
comprised of DNA and cationic lipids. Whether or not the role
of the DNA counterions is insignificant when membranes
contain a substantial fraction of cationic lipids has to be resolved
directly through systematic MD simulation studies of DNAcationic membrane complexes. We defer such studies to our
future work.
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